2021 is here!

As we embark on the new year with the Digital Assessment Library, we hope that you continue to feel supported. Look for updates to your library including iOS, new Q-global features and a unique conference opportunity focused on learning disabilities where you could earn up to 20 CEs.

iOS Support Update

Check out our website for complete details on the hardware and iOS versions Q-interactive supports with the addition of the new 2020 iPad® and iPad Air devices.

iOS 14 – Connecting and Configuring your iPad

With the introduction of the new iOS 14, there are now two questions asked when you first install the Assess app. The first requests Bluetooth® access, and the second requests access to the local network. Both need to be enabled for your two iPads to connect to each other. Please review the PDF for more details.
New products and tools

**CELF® Preschool-3**

Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals® Preschool, Third Edition assesses aspects of language necessary for preschool children to be successful in the classroom. This new edition coming to Q-interactive has new index scores for Academic Language Readiness and Emerging Literacy.

Learn more →

**Zoom In on What’s Next**

A new subscription is coming to Q-global® later this year! How would you like to be able to see and talk with the student you are assessing remotely, all within your own assessment platform? Would you like the ability to display a stimulus book and see on your screen an item the student has identified? Watch for more news this spring!

**Printable Forms Update**

Your Pearson Digital Assessment Library provides access to numerous printable forms for tests like the BASC™-3 and Vineland™-3 when a digital administration is not possible or appropriate. Access those printable forms through the Q-global ‘RESOURCE LIBRARY’ in the folders labeled ‘ALL PRINTABLE FORMS’. One update to these forms is that the ‘BASC SDH’ (Structured Developmental History) will now only be available in digital format.

**RESOURCES**

Training Options for the WIAT-4
If you are in the process of moving to the WIAT®-4, published last year, or would like to learn more about its updates, including new subtests, scores, and automated scoring, check out this short video highlighting training options.

Science-2-Practice Virtual Conference

Join us in this first-ever union of renowned experts and researchers in the fields of learning disabilities, special education, school psychology, neuropsychology, and speech-language pathology. Fill the gap between science and practice in learning disabilities while earning up to 20 continuing education credits.

Register for S2P today

WEBINARS

Complimentary live webinars

For all of our Digital Assessment Library for Schools customers we offer two different sessions: An Introduction to Q-interactive and What’s New with Q-global. View which session may be ideal for you and register now.

Sign up today →

SPOTLIGHT

Beck Youth Inventories™, Second Edition

When it comes to COVID, students are dealing with the same changes and uncertainty that we all are and it's important to identify any underlying anxiety and depression that may be contributing to learning difficulties or behavior issues.
Your Q-global library provides you access to a great series of self-report inventories through the **BYI-II** that can help you quickly identify emotional impairments impacting a student's ability to learn.

Find out more →

---

**TIPS AND TRICKS**

**DALS tutorial video**

A great resource for everyone using Q-interactive is this **searchable training video** that breaks everything down into :15 to :60 video clips. Just scroll through the content list on the left side of your screen. A trick for users who would rather print and read the tips is to click on the attachment section on the left side and download the transcript, also found [here](#).

---
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